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"I can see no reason for 
either attacking or defending 
free verse ••••• True poetry is 
recognizable in any garment." 
William Lyon Phelps. 
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1· The King James' Version of the English Bible 
2. William Wordsworth's doctrine of po~try in 
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genius of Walt Whitman 
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tradition 
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given up a delightful ad junct of poetry 
6. That free verse is written for the neye " 
rather than for the "ear" 
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III. The effectiveness of free verse as a poetic 
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ington) 
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Conclusion: That inasmuch as distinctive poetic beauty 
has been achieved in free verse forms by numerous poets, 
including Whitman, Arnold, Sanc1burg, Masters, H.D., Amy 
Lowell, etc., free verse should be accepted as a legi-
timate form for the expression of poetry written in the 
English language and be added to the illustrious list 
of forms made shining by the great poets of our race and 
tongue. 
A STUDY OF FREE VERSE 
Mai n Di scussion 
"I therefore produced a variety 
in every line, both of cadences 
and number of syllables. Every 
word and every letter is studied 
and . put into ita fit place: the 
terrific numbers are reserved 
for terrific parts, and the pro-
saic for inferior parts: all are 
necessary for each other. Poetry 
Fetter'd Fetters the Human Race!" 
William Blake. 
A STUDY OF FREE VERSE 
In 1912, poetry, as far as America was concerned, 
was largely a na~ter of History. In school books 
appeared the pictures of the gray-headed poets of Pre-
civil war days. On the walls of houses a ppeared 
copies of the portraits of the same group. American 
poetry was the poetry of Longfellow, Bryant, Holmes, 
Lowell, Whittier, Poe, and perhaps of Stoddard, Lanier, 
Stedman, Aldrich, Helen Hunt Jackson, and Celia Thaxter. 
Among students of poetry something was heard of a burly 
fellow, Whi~man, who might have been a poet had he only 
given more thought to the form of his work. As it was, 
t his ungracious, crude chanter from the house-tops served 
as warning to men ~o might be considering poetry as a 
field of literary activity. A few more readers were 
followers of the poets of the unsettled nineties, and 
the early twentieth century, Madison Cawein, Bliss Oar-_ 
man, Stephen Crane> and Richard Hovey. The mass of 
readers were more interested in James Whi tco::nb Riley and 
Eugene Field. 
The magazines were almost closed to poetry. Poems 
conventional in thought and form were bought by t :1e edi-
tors to use as fillers to complete half pages or to break 
the endless articles and stories in prose form. 
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Underneath the surface, which to outside view vras 
tranquil, placid as a pond at twilight, new forces were 
stirring. Minds were in rebellion though expression 
was denied them. Two poets, Edwin Arlington Robinson 
and Ezra Pound, were, in fact, already Publishin5 verse 
in the new mode, but they attracted almost no attention. 
Then something happened! In October, 1912, the 
first issue of Harriet Monroe's "Poetry, A Magazine of 
Verse," was published, and the now famous awalcening of 
American poetr y began, and with it the bitter controver sy 
over free verse which still rages with unabated vehemence • 
. Poetry became an issue of first importance, for the new 
magazine, soon followed by a host of others, gave an op-
portunity for the young poets of the country who had been 
stirred profoundly by the frish Renaissance and by the 
French Symbolist movement and by the burly fellow Whitman, 
"who might have been a great poet", to print poems new in 
thought and material, and new in for~. 
With the appearance of poems like "General Will1.am 
Booth Enters Heaven", "The Congo", and "Chicago", and of 
boolcs like "The Spoon River Anthology", the question What 
is poetry? was raised anew and a debate was Precipitated 
that for energy and keenness surpassed any literary dis -
cussion ever: held in this country. The debate, however, 
was not confined to this country but was argued in England, 
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France, Germany, and Italy with almost equal fervor. 
Poetry, from being a subject for my lady's drawing room, 
became a matter of intense interest to all readers. It 
exuded a most disturbing sense of vitality. Volumes of 
poetry became a safe commercial venture for publishing 
houses, for poetry began to sell. Bookstalls began to 
feature verse and set apart separate tables in prominent 
places for the poets of to-day. 
While the "new poets" made poetry a living reality, 
it must not be imagined that they were unopposed. The 
opponents of the movement were must as blithe in their 
attack as the adherents. The contemporary poets were 
ridiculed, preached at, disparaged, savagely assailed. 
Kineasthetic · verse, Imagism, Vorticism, Muscularity, Spec-
tracism, and Symbolism became fighting slogans. Exterior-
ity, Impressionism, Polyphonic Prose, Concretism, Vers Libre 
and Hokku forms were battled over with the vim the Elizabeth~ 
ans had shown three centuries earlier in their great argu-
ments concerning poetry. But while the questions fought 
out were many, two proved the storm centers of the debate: 
Is ~ree verse a legitimate and effective medium for Eng-
lish poetry? Is all material suitable for poetic treat -
ment? 
It is with the first of these questions that this 
paper will deal: Is free verse an effective medium for 
English poetry? 
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The critic who turns over the mass of material writ-
ten during these days of intense partizanship will be be-
wildered by the bulk of it, but he will be pleased at the 
tone of moderation which marks the arguments, both for 
and against free verse. . He will, it is true, read that 
"Chicago 11 is not even "doggerel", that it is "blurted out. 
in such ugly fashion ••• in chunks". He will find refer-
ences to the pioneer magazine of Harriet Monroe as "a fut-
ile little periodical''. He will discover that the new 
poetry, by and large, is "only the weak gibberings of puny 
vreaklings fluttering on the lunatic t:.r inge of literature ". 
But, in general, in the essays of the more i mportant 
critics he will find a wholesome modera tion, such as that 
of w. w. Firkins , who, a lthough opposed to free verse, 
says: "I would on no account deter any man from writing any 
kind of verse which he can make agreeable to othe r men". 
He will discover many statements as tempered as that of 
Arthur Davidson Ficl~ e: · "It is only with those who pro-
claim free verse to be the sole possible poetic medium 
that one has any right to quarrel.'~ And the Imae;ist poets 
themselves, those arch-rebels, make no claim that free 
verse is to supersede the es~ablished forms: it is to be 
merely one more form added to the heritage of future poets; 
one more domain won for poetry. 
In general, the debate is couched in the language of 
those who seelc the truth of the matter and vrho attempt to 
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answer the question: Is free verse an effective poetic 
medium for a poet writine in the English language? Only 
in the newspapers and among the whiJ;pershapper camp fol-
lowers of poetry does the debate descend to the level of 
a backyard squabble. 
In June, 1923, Jessica Nelson North wrote an article 
entitled: "The Late Rebellion By One of Its Pall-Bearers'.' 
"The cause of the New Poetry is dead. It died peacefully 
for lack of adversaries, though there still survies the 
occasional Bryan to give it posthumous publ l city." 
In general there is a large amount of truth in this 
statement. As far as free verse is concerned there is not 
a single important magazine in this country which refuses 
poetry because it is written in free verse form. One of 
the rriost widely read of the modern poets, Carl Sandburg, 
writes entirely in this form. Amy Lowell has written about 
half of her poetry in vers libre. With the exception of 
Frost and Robinson, most of the other poets use free verse 
occasionally. Just as they turn from the sonnet to the 
blank verse or to the ballad stanza, they turn at times 
from conventional forms to free verse. Yet there still 
remain a sufficient number of doubters as to the effect-
iveness of the new form to make us hesitate to say finally 
that the decision has been made either by the poetry read-
ers of the world or by the critics. 
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Even so liberal and sympathetic a critic as William 
Stanley Braithwaite has spoken of the poems so ambitious-
ly written by the free verse poets as "splendid palaces 
through whose empty corridors stalk the ghosts of the 
past". Many of these poems, formerly so rapturously 
greeted, are like deserted temples about which cling only 
faint memories of their former glories. A great mass of 
the poetry written in the days of joyous rebellion is al-
ready forgotten and "shoveled into the tombs"of oblivion 
from which they will never rise again to delight readers 
of poetry. 
With the final decision of the fate of free verse 
still in doubt, a study of the form is not only interest -
ing but important to the student of poetry. 
In this paper; three questions will be rai sed and 
answers to them will be attempted: 
1. What influences brought about, consciously or un-
consciously,so wide-s pread and so important an experiment 
with free verse? 
2. Just what is free verse? 
3. How effectively has it be en used by contemporary 
poets? 
I 
Free verse is not new. Both su1 porters and opponents: 
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of free verse admit this. Those who believe the form 
inchoate and unpoetfu·al and who th ~ nk verse in free rhythms 
is, at best, poetry in the raw, argue that because free 
verse is not new it is merely a form that has been tried 
and discarded by first class poets. Those who believe 
that the new form offers the poet an opportunity to express 
his thought in a new subtler music hold that poetry has 
been growing toward this form, that its roots run: deeply 
into the past. To them it is not an exotic flower deriv-
ing sustenance from thin air. It is a sturdy growth of 
the soil of poetry. 
To trace these roots is therefore a necessity for one 
who would weigh these conflicting arguments. The process 
of searching the past for the background of the free verse 
experiment is not simple. There are so many possible in-
fluences at work of such diverse nature, that the student 
must go far afield and gather his material from a dozen 
different sources. His is not the problem of seel~ing for 
a single head-stream but for numberless streams that final-
ly come together to produce in our day the phenomenon of 
free verse poetry. 
It has been the contention of the adherents of free 
verse that the object of free verse poets has been to get 
back to the "great original .streams of poetic art, and to 
1 " sweep away ar~ificial aws • This is the argument of 
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Harriet Monroe, high priestess of the movement. In other 
words, the free verse po ets would go back to poetry in its 
original forms before critics had made rigid l aw s to gov-
ern the vrri ting of v erse . Before Chaucer wrote, or Land-
l a nd, or Homer, before : there was any discussion of iambs, 
or trochees, of pentamenters or tetrameters, what form did 
poetry take when poets felt the surge of emotion imPe~ led 
them to utterance? 
A very interesting study of this subject has been 
made by Albert Mordell in his "Lit erature of Ecstacy " and 
by Mary Aust in in her "The Am,: rican Rhythm ':' 
Mordell , basing his conclusions upon the work of such 
scholars Cl.S Dr. James H. Breasted in "Religion and Thought 
i n Anc:lent Egypt It, Pr ofessor Lancdon , translator of the 
eptc "Gilsash11 , w. Robertson Smith in nThe Poetry of the 
Old Testament:" , Sir Geor ge A. Smith in "'rhe =Earl y I->oetry 
of Israel ", Dr~ Edward K8nig, J..,. H. Mills , translator of 
t he nGathas ", Martin Haug in "Essays in the Sacred La nguage 
Writings and Religion of Parsisn, Eleanor Hull in a 11 7ext 
Book of Irish Literature", Dr. Edwin Guest in "History of 
English Rhythms" and Edmund Gosse in his essay on poetry 
in "The Encyclopedia Bri tannica·", reaches the conclusion 
that all the early poetical efforts of primitive peoples 
were "written in rhythmical prose or possess the begin-
ning of a ~pattern hardly differing from rhythmic prose . tt 
Sir George Smith sa ys i n g enera l of orien t al poe try 
the, t "we trace the influence of what may be ca l. l ed Sym-
me trophobia, an ins t i nctive aver s ion to absolute symme-
t r y which, if it kn ows no better , will expres s i t self in 
arbi t r ary a nd even violent disturbances of t he styl e or 
patte rn of t he wor k ". After exami ning the poetry of t he 
Egyptians, the Arc-:bians, Hebrews, t he Hi ndus, t he Baby ,.. 
lonians, Ahglo-Saxons, and the Scandinavi a~ s, a nd the Iri ~1 , 
he f i nds ever ywhere the chan ti ng song, from the Sa j of the 
Arabi ans which is a "r hymed but unme trical prose" ( the 
form i n VIhi ch t he Kor an i s wrttten) t o rosg , a "declama-
tory prose style" used by the early Irish wr iter s . The 
Hindus, he notes, "like the free verse wri ters mer ely ar-
r a nged their lines to call a t tention to the rhythms''. 
Mary Austin reaches the same conclusion about primi -
tive American Indian poe try and dancing. "Accent", she 
writes 7 "does not a ppear to have any place in Amerind 
poetry a part from the na tural movements of thought ancl t h e 
accents of the language in which the original occurs ...• 
I do not sa y that exampl e s of what may be called metrical 
accent may not yet be found. in aboriginal dance, but the 
enormous preponderance of the unaccented beat forces us to 
conclude tha t is not only older, but probably the oldest 
form of rhythm". And later s he adds: "Thi s undiffer-
entiated dub dub dub dub dub of the tombes, which can be 
heard in the kivas of Rio Grande Pueblos for da ys before 
tO 
the dance befings, is the most exhilarating sound in the 
world, and destroys at once the assumption that accent 
arises primarily in the effort of the listener to re-
lieve the strain by setting up accents as points of rest. 
For this unaccented beat is so native to our inner selves 
that I have neve heard even the most sophisticated com-
Plain of iti whereas the reiterated One two three, One two 
three, of a modern drum, endured so long would drive an 
ordinary Person insane." 
If we may trust the witness of these authorities, the 
contention of the writers of free verse that they are mere-
ly returning to the oldest and the truly native rhythms of 
the human race in writing free verse seems to be sustained. 
The argument, however, smE~cks of t he closet rather 
than of experience. The writers of free verse were not in 
the least inspired to their efforts by these early records 
of primitive literatures (with one exception which will be 
discussed later). The earliest poets are cited only in 
order to give the authority of antiquity to the new form. 
But turning from this primitive poe try, both adher-
ents and opponents, manage to derive considerable comfort 
from the great historical literatures. The advocates of 
free verse find sufficient evldence to prove at least to 
themselves that the instinctive desire for "natural poetry" 
and for freer and more musical rhythms has never wholly 
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died. The followers of conventional poetry claim, on ~he 
other hand, that once the primitive forms were deserted for 
the conventional molds, that although poet after poet has 
revived these old rhythms in translations or imitative 
poetry, they have again without exception rejected them. 
In reviewing historical poetry, even the most casual 
critic must be aware of the tendency existing toward con-
tinual revolt. In Engl±sh poetry, Chaucer turns from 
the heavy alliterative verse which had been ascendant up 
to his day, and in which his great contemporary, Langland, 
was composing his "Pie JS Plowman", to the lighter ancl more 
musical French forms, and changes the whole development of 
English prosody. During the two centuries which elapse 
between Chaucer and the Elizabethan period, the student 
follows the gradually increasing laxness in the use of ver se 
forms until he comes to the absurdities of Skelton. The 
Elizabethan period is marked likewise by the introduction 
of new forms of poetry which were fiercely debated by poets 
and critics of that age. As the period ended and the seven-
teenth century began, fantastical verse forms, similar to 
the ideographic poetry of today, in which the verse form 
represented the object which the poe t was discussing, ap-
peared~ The revolt of the classicists and the rise of the 
closed heroic couplet are too well known to need comment. 
Against this theory of versification, Wordsworth, Col8ridge, 
Keats, Shelley, and South~y rebelled. To tte lovers of 
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the neat, concise epigrammatic poetry of Pope, the new 
poetry was crude and unmusical. The romantic school 
was no sooner established than the verse forms became the 
norms in which all poetry to be acceptable must be cast. 
Again rebellion resulted and Henley in England and Walt 
Whitman in America threw overboard the whole ove:r'-elabor-
ated system and wrote free verse. 
The contention, therefore, of J:i.Jny Lov;ell that "in 
experimenting the modern poet is simply following tradi . ..: 
tion" is well borne out. 
It will, of course, be pointed out that while revolt 
may be the tradition, poetry has evolved from pattern to 
pattern. The present school of poets, however, avatisti-
cally have reve~ted to primitive forms and therefore have 
caused a retrogression rather than a progression in poetry. 
Reexamining poetry carefully the critic will not be 
lone; in discovering first, that rhyme and metre have never 
been accepted as absolutely essential to poetry; second, 
that irregular verse forms, many of them approaching mod-
ern free verse forms, have appeared sporadically through-
out the history oE poetry. 
The critics from Aristotle, Plato and Democritus down 
through Sidney, Colderidge, Shelley and Emerson have unani-
mously agreed that poetry was dependent upon something 
higher than metrical form. Thct t an emotion musi ca1l y pre-
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sen ted in prose woul d be poe t r y, whi le ~n unin s pired narra-
tive in heroic couplet would not be poetry, has been admit -
ted by every first class critic since the begirmlng of lit-
erature. Even a poet so f a scinated by the music of me tri-
cal patterns as Edgar Allen Poe in his definition of p oetry 
speaks of it as "the rhythmica l creation of beauty" not t he 
metri cal creatioh of beauty. 
Many poets have exp erimented with free forms while 
practically every major poet has discovered that it is not 
the regulari t y of metre that makes music but the irregularity 
Short lines, imperfect feet, and irregular lines have been 
the means of uncovering a more subtle music than the r egular 
v erse would render. A promihent New York musician has 
stated that perfectly regular verse cannot be set to music 
neariy as effectively as the i r regular. J. R. Hubbell and 
J. o. Beaty in nAn Introduction to Poetry" say that "Dryden 
in his irregular ode mixes trochaic, iambic and anapestic 
feet almost as freely as Walt Whitman and Carl Sandburg do". 
And t hey add that "Arnold's 'Dover Beach' and Tennyson's 
Wde on the Duke of Wellington' have neither . regula r stanzaic 
f'orm, length of line, nor uniform metrical movement". Long-
fellow, Tennyson, Scott and Lowell in their imitati-on of 
Icelandic and Anglo-Saxon poetry come ve ry near to free 
verse. Heine, Leopa rdi, Campion, Kingsley must be added 
to the list. The great Germans, Goethe and Schiller, ex-
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perimented with"f reien Rhythmen". The Italians had 
their versi sciolti or untied verse. 
The poetry of Milton expecially in the choruses of 
"samson Agonistes" has been hailed. by Arthur Davidson 
Ficke in the "North American Review" as "such free verse 
as no modern Revolutionary poet is likely to surpass". 
"As Milton saw", he writes, "regular rhythms do not fill 
every need" • .M.ore notable examples of the use of free 
rhythms, however, are found when we examine the poetry of 
Macpherson and Blake. The prose poems of the "Ossian" 
are at their best true poems. That they have had so 
little influence is probably due to the fact that they 
have been branded literary fakes. In these poems we have 
work that seems almost contemporary to a modern reader. 
Turning avray from these, we find that the prophetic poer:1 s 
of Blake are irregular both in regard to metre and in re-
gard to length of l ine. Blake's verse in such Passages as 
"Aht how shall Urizen the King submit to this dark 
mansionJ 
Ah! how is this? Once on the heights I stretched my 
throne sublime. 
The mountains of Urizen, once of silver, where the 
sons of wisdom dwelt, 
And on whose tops the virgins sang, are roclcs of 
Desolation •• " 
is not too different from the modern poetry of Conrad 
Aiken in the description 
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"Black was the one from the north 1 and snow vras on 
its breast. 
The sound of their roaring came up in waves on the 
wind, 
Into the tumultuous darkness of the south they 
went, 
And Festus sat for a day and a night and watched 
them 
And wondered what they meant." 
Blake has, of course, had an influence on the modern 
movement through the Irish poets whom he affected direct-
ly in their study and practice of Symbolism. 
The real background of the free verse movement must. 
be sought el-sewhere t han in the experiments of poe·ts who 
did the bulk of their writing in conventional forms . If 
we search for the true sources of the experimentation in 
vers libre, we find that the most important are these: 
1· The King J ames vers i on of the Bible and transla-
tions of the Greek poets, of Japanese and Chinese poets, 
and of contemporary French and German poets. 
2 . The influence of Wordsworth's doctrine t ~1a t every-
day subjects are fit material for poetic use. 
3. The acceptance by the poetical world of the poetry 
of Walt Whitman . 
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4. The revolt of the Nineties and the Irish Renais~ 
sance. 
5· French Symbolism 
1· The most influential book in the English language is 
undoubtedly the King James version of the Bible. For 
beauty, for power, for music, the English Bible is unchal -
lenged. The product of the English people and of the 
genius of Wyclif and Tyndall and of the unerring poetical 
sense of the group of translators in the reign of James, 
the Book has been the precious posse s sion of generation 
upon generation of English s peaking r a ces. From thou_sands 
of pulpits week-in and week-out through the centuries, 
millions of people have heard the music of the Psalms and 
the sonorous melody of the Prophets. Reciting alternately 
with the minister t he greatest poetical passages of the 
Bible, reading by the fireside to the fami ly or alone in 
the priva cy of the chamber , England and America ho.ve made 
the rhythmic chants of the book t heir own . To all i n-
tents and purposes, here was a n exemplification of t he 
possibility that f ree rhythms offered the poet. While 
practically every great prose writer has shown the influ-
ence of the Bible upon his style, por: ts seemed to be un-
touc hed as f a r as style is concerned. That English poetry 
should have been qbliged to wait t hre e centuries fo r a 
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Wal t Whitman to use its l a rGe untrammeled rhythms is to 
be wondered at, rather than tha t a Wal t Vhitm~n shoul~ 
have arisen to use t hese forms . Since Whitman modern 
poets, particularly James Oppenheim and Conrad Aiken, 
have shown definitely the influence of the English Bible. 
Harrie t r.n:onroe speaks of the Biblica l tradition in 
Engli sh lit erature ~ but she and ot her critics as well, 
have paid altogether t oo lit tl e attention to t his i nflu-
ence of t he English Bible on the fr ee verse movement. I 
do not l~hink it is too mucn to say that ha d there been no 
great English Bible, t he possibiliti es a re many that t here 
woul d have been no Walt Whitman ; and had t he re been no 
Walt Whitman, the~e might have be en no free verse movement 
Of 1912 . 
The translations of Gr eek poe try have also had t he ir 
effect. Edgar Lee Masters directly derived his inspira-
tion for his "Sl:.- oon River Anthology 11 from the Greelc Anthol-
ogy. Just how much weight should be given to the influ-
ence of translations is dif f icult to e stima te. More re-
cently Japanese and Chinese translations have certa i nly 
influenced modern v~rse. In modern poe try, Harriet Mon-
roe say s, " Vle find somethinr; of the oriental d i. rectness of 
vision and s imPlicity of diction , als o now and then a hint 
of the unobtrusive oriental perfection of form a nd delica cy 
of f ee line; ". There is, howevor, more than a possibility 
tha t instead of Chinese and Japanese poetry having influ~ 
t8 
enced creatively American and English poet s, that the 
l a tter have sought out t hese ancient writers as part (Df 
the revolt already under way. 
2 • Another influence largely ovcrloolred is that of 
William Wordsworth. Because Wordsworth made so spirited 
a defence of metre and rhyme in the preface to"The ;Lyri-
cal Ballads~ critics have b2en misl ed into thinking that 
he has had no influence upon the fr ee verse mo vement. Hi s 
influence it is true is indirect. Preaching his theory 
tha t the essence of poetry ca n be found in the most humble 
and commonplace wall,: s of life he sowed a thO Lcght, the 
full harvest of which has not been reali zed . Just how 
far this doctrine of Wordsworth influenced Emerc on is an 
interesting questi on; but in the writings of Emerson we 
find many passages which would s e em to indicate that he 
had accepted the doctrine; and of the effect of Emerson 
upon Whitman there can be no question. Goethe has point-
ed out that a reVolt in thought is practically always ac-
companied in literature by a revolt in form and tha t a re-
volt in form is par~lleled by orein substance. This theory 
that Wordsworth has influenced modern poe try through Emer-
son and Whitman may seem strained but I think it is sound. 
3. The third influence upon free verse operates both di-
rectly and indirectly. The poe try of Walt V/ hi tman stands 
like a huge mountain w ~1 ose shadow falls u pon the poe ts of 
today. Out of a clear sky he 11fed his "barbaric yawp" 
and chanted his "Song of Myself". UniJGrturbed by lack of 
recognition he wor ked upon his "Leaves of Grass". The con-
troversy that arose as a result of his discharge from g ov-
ernment service made him a p opula r fi gure, not on :.y in t~1is 
c ount,r y, but 2. lso abroad. Frenc h and English criti c s and 
IJOeta h a il e Q1 hiJU cc d 1 a~ l" •1 n+ l y ~ncr·l. C '1 " J lo;;:.l .&. .v ..L. ...... ,.._ - - C··\.·1 1, . • • - L.) l; . ·J..J -a... _ ,. . ...L ;::. .. . (·'·•"' 
c·Jrd.ed !11m in for'eJ.sn lands has been grudgi ngly e;ranted 
him by his own countrymen • . 
In the opini on of such critics as Louis Untermeyer, 
Harri e t Monroe and Bruce Weirick , the influence of vers 
libre is but a reflection of the infl uence of Walt Whi t-
man upon French poetry. Professor J. L. Lowes of Har-
vard, however, disagrees, saying, "The present impulse 
comes primarily from France; that it f ound, when it came, 
the ground Pre pared for it in differing ways by Arnold, 
a nd Whitman, and Henley, and others." To accord to Whlt-
man credit only f .or preparing the ground for fr e e verse is 
ridiculous. Edith Wyatt in the "Dial" interestine;ly traces 
the direc~ descent of free verse from Whitman through Hen-
ley to Carl Sandburg. She cites three poems written upon 
subijects very simila r. 
"Facing west, from California's shore~, 
Inquiring , tireless, s eeking wha t is yet 
unfound, 
I, a child, v ery old, ove r waves, towards the 
house of mat e rni ty, the land of migrations, 
look af·ar, 
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Look off the shores of my Western sea - the circle almost 
circled; 
For, starting westward from Hindustan, from the vales of 
Ka shn1ere, 
From Asia - from the nor~h - from the God , the sage, and 
the hero, 
From the south - from the flowery Peninsulas, and the 
s pice islands; 
Long having wander'd since - round the earth having wan-
dered, 
Now I face home a gain - very pleas'd and joyous; 
(But ·where is vrhat I started for, so long ago? 
And why is it yet unfound ?)" 
Compare with this poem by Whitnan the last two stan-
zas of "Mar gari tae Sorori" wr i tten in 1886 by 'William Er-
nest Henley: 
"The smoke ascends 
In a rosy-a nd-golden haze. The spires 
Shine, ~nd a re changes. In the val ley 
Shadows rise. The larl{ sings on. The sun, 
Closing his benediction, 
Sinl~s, and the darkening . air 
Thrills with a sense of the triuophing night -
Night with her tra in of stars 
And h ~r great gift of sle e p . 
"So be my passing ! 
My task accomplished and the long day done, 
My wages tak en, and in my heart 
Some late lark singing, 
Let me be gathered to the quiet west, 
The sundown s Plendid and serene, 
Death." 
To these two add the following poem by Sandburg~ 
"I shall foot it 
Dovrn the roadway in the dusk 
Where shapes of hunger wander 
And the fugitives of pain go by. 
"I shall foot it 
In the silence of the morning, 
See the night slur into dawn, 
Hear the slow great winds arise 
Where tall tre es flank the way 
And shoulder towards the sky~ 
"The brolren boulders by the road 
Shall not -commemorat e my ruin. 
Regret shall be the gravel under foot. 
I shall watch for 
Slim birds swift of wing 
That go w·here wind and ranks of thunder 
Drive the wild proce s si onals of rain. 
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The dust of the traveled road 
Shall touch my hands and face." 
The directness of the descent is a pparent. 
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Norman Foerst er supports the position of the critics 
who attribute to Whitman the major influence in determin-
ing the direQtion of modern American poetry. ":Magnificent-
ly breaking with the past, Whitman showed the destined way 
for the poetic art of modern Am rica; although the way was 
not taken till many decades later, - till after the death 
of Moody, indeed, - Whi t :11an obviously became the master of 
the po t::: ts of our time. Many have been acknowledged dis-
ciples; few have escaped his infl uence .•.• Broadly speaking, 
then, our new poetry was announced by Whitman, who foreshad-
owed nearly all the later tendencies." 
Without wishing to belittle othe r important influence s 
upon modern free verse poetry, we can safely say that Whit-
man is the outstanding poet in the backe;round of the pres-
ent movement. 
4. In England and in America by 1890 the glory of Victor-
ian pe riod had definitely waned. Th o vices of the greater 
Victorian poets had become accentuated.;' the virtues forgot-
ten. Ornateness had developed into a gnawing disease that 
threatened the life of poetry. The first attack upon the 
now empty shell of Victorianism was made by the aesthetic 
school under the leadership of Oscar Wilde. Scientific 
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thought had been leading to profound changes among think-
ers in their emotional attitude toward lif e. Science 
taught agnosticism. Agnosticism ran rapidly into pessi-
mism. Pessimi sm led to "an indifference to everyday life.". 
The step to escape through Art was easy and natural. There-
fore a school of Art for Art's sake might easily have been 
predicted. ~hat such a school should be decadent is in-
evitable in that it turned from the great things of life, 
birth, death, children, work, love, to mere craftsmanship . 
Instead of an ordinary huma n being the poet became an 
ARTIST. 
While this school under French influence was pringing 
down the structure of Victorianism, a sturdy figure in Eng~ 
land, William Ernest Henley refused to abandon life for 
Art. Life might be hard;' it might cut and bruise, but he 
would not forsake it. Instead of the fine finish and artis-
try of the Wildian school, Henley took to writing frankly 
and brutally, in some cases, of actual life - and in a 
verse form that was unadorned and largely unpatterned. His 
was the revolt of health against hot-house literature. His 
flowers lacked the pale, faint perfume of the poetry of the 
aesthetes but were pulled living from life with mud u~on 
the roots and dew upon the leaves. His courage was p . .: rhaiJS 
forced; he was a man deeply perplexed; but he was - a man~ 
And he too like Whitman, but to a much less extent, fore-
shadows the coming free verse movement. 
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Another characteristic of this period of importance 
to our study is that it indicates that English poetry has 
again come under the infl uence of the French poe ts. Through 
thi s contract ~low the . theories of the French vcrs libre 
school into England and the United States. 
In America the spirit of the ni neties and the influ-
ence of Whitman is r e flected in many poets including 
Horace Traubel, Richard Hovey, Ernest Crosby, and Stephen 
Crane. Free verse reappears. Two or three exampl e s 
will suffice to show the infl uence of Whitman and the 
presence of the modern note which is charact ~ristic of 
much of our present fre e verse. 
For twenty years a friend of Walt Whit~an, Horace 
Traubel naturally shows most clearl.y the stamp of the eld-
er poet. Tho following passage is tyPical of his poetry. 
"How are you, dear world, this morning? 
Cl ean from my bath of sleep, 
Warm from the bosom of my mother star, 
Recharged with the ene rgy of my father self, 
.Restored from all derelict hours to the lawful 
service of time, 
I come without gift or doctrine or tethe-ring humor 
To entertain your fateful will." 
Stephen Crane's free v erse i s more incisive. It is 
more lil{e the · poems appearing today and less like t P,e poetry 
of Traubel. 
"A slant of sun on dull brown walls, 
A forgotten sky of bashful blue. 
Toward God a mighty h~mn, 
A songof collisions and cries 
Rumbling wheels, hoof-beats, bells, 
Welcomes, farewells, love-calls, final moans, 
Voices of joff, idiocy, wa rning, des pair, 
The unknown a ppeals of brutes, 
The chanting of flowers, 
The screams of cut trees, 
The senseless babble of hens and ·wise r~ en -
A cluttered incoherency that says to the stars: 
'O God, save us!" 
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While the followers of Wilde were revolting aga;i.nst 
the smugness of the later Victorian age, and while Henley 
and others rebelled against the Victorian forms, turning 
to the two e xtremes of the highly patterned French con-
ventional forms such as the ballade, rondeau, etc., and 
of the compl e te fr eedom of the loose rhythms of cadenced 
verse, a group of Irish poets were bringing about a reviv-
al of poetry based upon the old Gaelic legends and myths 
and the modern political aspirations of the Irish people. 
In the mind of Harriet Monroe, the influence of the work 
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of W. B. Yeats, Lady Gregory and Douglas Hyde was amo .:1c 
the first and most important causes for the quickening 
of poe try in America. 
11 Th1· s 1· nfluence", h · t " t f 1 . s e wr1 es, was mos power u , 
because it came to us directly, not at second hand, through 
the English work of two poets of genius, Synge and Yeats. 
These great men fortified and ins pired by the simplicity 
and clarity of primitive Celtic song, had little patience 
with the "over-appareled 11 art of Tennyson and his imitators 
•••• As 1tr. Yeats said in Chicago: 
II 1 ~'{e f 11 th . , were weary o a 1s. We wanted to ge t rid 
not only of rhetoric but of poetic dicti on. We tried to 
stri p away everything tha t was artificial, to ge t a style 
like speech, as simple as the simplest prose, like a cry 
of the heart.' 11 
Of Yeats and Synge, she writes in the same discussion: 
11 Yeats has held usually, though never slavisl1ly, to rhyme 
and a certain regula rity of me trical form - in which, how-
ever, he makes his own tunes; but Synge wrote his plays in 
tha t wide borderland between prose and verse, in a form 
which, whatever one cal ls it, is essentially poe try, for it 
has passion, glamour, magic, rhythm, and glorious imagina-
tive life." 
The poetical quality of Synge's plays has never been 
denied. His translations in prose of sonnets by Petrarch 
on "Laura in Death ''·f and. of Villon, VIal ter von der Vogel-
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weide and Leopardi are equ2.l ly Poetical but almost unknown. 
A sinc;le example of Synge's poetie prose ·w ill suffice to 
show his characte ristics as a poet in prose rhythc. 
"My flowery and green age v1as passing away, ancl 
I f eeling a chill in the fires had be en wastinc; my 
heart, for I was drawi ng near the hillside that is 
above the c;rave. 
"Then my sweet enemy was malring a start , li ttle 
by little, to g ive over he r great warines s , the way 
she was wr:Jr;gi nc; a sweet, thing out of r:1y sharp sorrow. 
The time was comins when Love and decency can keep 
robber, vrith a pi ke in his hand.'' 
Despite the assurance of Harriet Monroe that t he Irish 
revival was the most pot ent of t he i nflt:ence s ·which brought 
;;.bout the modern movement in England and America ·., Vie must 
conclude that as f a r as fre e verse is concerned , t he Irish 
example made but litt impression. 
5· Sharing with Walt Whitman and the poets of the Irish 
Renaissanc e the prestige of having been the ma jor i nfluence 
upon the modern revival in poetry, the French Symbolist 
poets are given the additiona l credit of having invented 
vers libre and provided the direct i mpulse which brought 
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about the revolution in Poetic form vrhich has marl\:c:d the 
past decade. 
In France in 1885 the Parnassicn school of po ~try 
which cultivated the "objectivity of vision, scul pturesque 
fullness and perfection of form, a completely imper sonal 
attitude", dominated the poetical field as compl e tely as 
the Victorians dominated poetry in Enc:;land. Every first 
rate talent in the realm of poetry was nlli~bered among its 
adherents and at the head st ood Leconte de Lisle. "And Le-
conte de Lisle was a great poe~'', Professor Lewisohn writes 
in "The Poets of Modern France". "It is easier to see 
that now than it was, perhaps, twenty years ago. The rich 
sonorou s verses of the ' · IJ o~mes ant iques' and the ' l?oemes 
barbares' seem still to mar ch as w_ th the ringing mail of 
undefeated army. And in every mi nd that he has once im-
pressed remain as l--t:rmanent vossessions those images in 
stone or bronze under skies of agate or drenched in radi-
ance which he embodied in the clang and t hu~ler of his 
verse. But there was little lX- rsonal, little of his own 
mind, except that one proud and i mperturbable gesture; his 
art was, aft er all, decoration, even though tt. raised the 
decorati.ve to h t:O roic dimensions." 
Again s t this school the younger generation revolted. 
Impressed by the the ories of Kant, of Schopenhauer, of Hegel 
and Hartmann and by the music of Beethoven, Wagner and Schu-
bert, the young writers turned to Cha rles Baudelaire, ?aul 
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Verlaine a nd Stephane Mallerme. The emphasis was lJlaced 
on i ndividuality and introspe cti on. Jean rilo rea s in "Le 
Figaro", September 18 , 1886, writes "Symboli s t poetry 
seeks to clothe the idea in a sensible form which, never-
the less, shall not be its fi nal end and aim, but shall 
merely serve to express the idea whi ch remaim subj ective". 
The school flourished and developed such well-knovm 
fi gures as Gt.;_stave Ka hn, Emile Verhaeren, Henri de Regnier, 
Jean M:oreas, Francie Vi ele - (!riff'in, Stuart ·;1orrill, Albert 
Samain, Remy de Gourmont. The new form of thoue;ht demand-
ed a new form of expression. 11A 1.~ ersonal sov.g 11 was the 
ideal of the movement. I~ . Viele-Griffin demanded that ''the 
poet shall o·bey his personal rhythm". M. Adol ph Rette in 
the "Me rcure de France" in 1893 emphasized the same theory . 
"The poet's only guide is rhythm; not <J. rhythm that has been 
learned, that is cri ppled by a thousand rules which others 
have invented, but a personal rhythm tha t he mu s t find with-
in himself". Verhaeren decl a red that the "immediat-e end 
of the poet is to express himself" and M. Remy de Gourmont 
s ays that the poe t "must sa y thine; s not sa i d b efore and say 
them in a form not formul e. ted before". The invention of 
v ers libre by such a school of poe ts is not surPrising. The 
inventors of the new form of verse are , accordine; to M: • • Rh•w 
de Gourmont, "Rimbaud whose 'Illuminations' a ppeared in 'La 
Vogue' in 1886 •.•.• Jules Lac;or gue who at the same period and 
in the same precious little review - whi ch M. Kahn was edit-
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ing- printed 'Legende' and 'Solo de Lune', and finally 
M. Kahn himself". Professor Lewisohn is incllned to give 
the credit to M. Ka hn, Viel~-Griffin, Henri de Regni er, 
ancl Verhaeren. 
It mu s t not be supposed that the vers libre of the 
Sumbolists meant the same a s fr e e verse means in America. 
Vers libre in its original form was simply "a flexible 
and r a ther undula ting form of lyric or odic vurs, follow-
in its cadences the development, the rise ~~ nd fall, of the 
poet's mood, furnishing in its swaying ha rmonies an erches-
tration to thought and passion". The tradi-tional methods 
of French prosody made far more rigid requirem ent s of the 
poet than did those of German or English prosody . The 
French poet was compelled to use an identical number of 
sylla bles in the corresponding lines of a poem. He was 
forced to a lternate ma sculine and feminine lines. He was 
limited in the number and. character of his stanzaic forms 
in a way unknown to pets of othe r nationalities. Vers 
libre, therefore, was simply the development of flexibility 
within the old form. It vras only years later that free 
verse as it is Practiced in the English language a ppeared. 
Professor Lew~sohn finds no traces of foreign influ-
ence upon this devel opment of French prosody. It is, how-
ever, possible that the French poets were moved to a revolt 
in form by Ba jazette's translation of Walt Whitman's poetry. 
Whateve r may be the case with the French Symbolists of the 
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nineties, the recent Parisien vers libre movement has cer-
tainly been affected by the great American. 
The recent developments in French pros ody are inter-
esting to students of verse form. M. J c:.mmes uses a verse 
form that is "conversati onal, almost casual". "His sent-
ences have the structure of prose. He uses rime or a sson-
ance or suddenly f a ils to time at all". .M. Paul Fort is 
the foremost writer of polyphonic prose which Amy Lowell 
claims is the only metri cal exp.,r i rnent of the lJY·o scnt age 
that is in the least new. The poets of the yount;er group 
including 1\iTh{ . Andre Spire, teon .Deubel :;;. R~me Arcos, Jules 
Remai n s, Charles Vildrac and Georges Duhaoe l have developed 
a theory of poetic techique which ha s been explained by 
Vildr a c a nd Duhamel in their "Notes sur la. Tec hi que p octique~' 
The new theory demands that in every verse or line there 
shall be a constant eleme nt. The second part of the line 
may be variable or constant. If the former, the verse is 
free, if the latter, the verse is traditional. It is inter-
esting to note that i-n this theory the French c; o back to an 
old Hindu verse form called tri shtubh, whi ch is very simi-
lar to the new French form, in tha t the metrical patt e rn 
consists of constant and varia bl e e lements. 
The French movement both in its earl i er and l a ter f orms 
antedates the English a nd American movement. 'fhe French 
t heories of verslficat i on vrere broucllt to t he Engli s h- spea k-
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ing pelple by Ezra Pound who organized the group of poets 
knovm as the Imagists. This group conta1ned ~n lts mem-
bership such outst~nding Personalities as Amy Lowell, John 
Gould Fletcher, H. D., Richard Aldington and Ezra Pound 
himself. It was the friendship of Ezra Pound with Harriet 
Monroe that helped to open the way for French theories of 
versification. Miss Monroe was in London i n 19 10. She 
heard o.bout young Pound from Elkin Mathews, his first pub-
lisher, and sh e took away with he r a copy of Pound's ;; Person-
ae11. Two years later in the stmrner of 1912 when she vras 
considering the project of starting "Poetry - A Maga zine of 
Verse", she wrote to him asking his advice and co5peration . 
He became t he European r el)re s e:--rta t ive t o:c L!.~.c-~ new periodical 
and his poems, deeply influenced by his study of the new 
French forms, were among the first to appear in the magazine. 
His advocacy of the new free verse would have been enough to 
have opened the doors of "Poe try" even had Miss Monroe been 
less liberally minded than she has proved. The succe ss of 
"Poetry" encouraged Pound to issue the cr .::..mson-covered "Blast " 
in 1914. Through these two magazines encouragement was giv-
en to writers in the new form. Through Ezra Pound more 
than through any other single individual was the contact be-
tween French poetry and Anglo-Saxon poetry made. 
In concluding this brief survey of the infl uences which 
wrought to bring about the experimentation of 1912 in free 
verse a word should be said of the valiant little group of 
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periodicals that braved the wrath of those in the seats 
of literary authority. When all magazines were closed to 
the experimenters, not at all abashed or dejected, they 
launched each group its own little maeazine. The list of 
these tiny periodicals is to the literary radical a roll 
of honor. In France appeared nine such periodicals, per-
haps the most important being the first and second " Vogue". 
In Enelahd at the beginning of the revolt a ppeared an 
even half dozen, while in America they have come in flocks 
like the swallows in spring. Without question " Poet ry, 
A Mae;azine of Verse" is the most important although " Others" 
proved the most radical. 
II 
The second question, What is free verse? is more 
important than the question we have bee n discussing. Of 
all those who have written upon the subject of free verse 
critically, none has be en more acute than Amy Lowell. Her 
criticism is of prime importance because it has behind it 
successrul achi e vement in the use of rree verse as well as 
the authority which belongs to her as the acknowledged 
leader of the radical wing in poe try. We cannot do better, 
therefore, than to start our discussion of the nature of 
free verse with her criticism. 
In "Tendencies in Modern American Poetry" she gives 
perhaps the most important discussion of free verse which 
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has yet been presented from a radical standpoint. Any 
study of free verse which ignores it is bound t o be ineom-
plete. Despite its length it is of sufficient importance 
for us to quote it in its entirety. 
She opens her discussion by quoting the second tenet 
of the famous Imagist manifesto: "To create new rhythms -
as the expression of new moods - and not to copy old rhythms 
which merely echo old moods •••• In poetry a new rhythm means 
a new idea." 
"This, of course," she writes, "refers to the modern 
practice of writing largely in free foros. It is true 
that modern subjects, modern habits of mind, seem to find 
more satisfactory expression in vera libre and 'polyphonic 
prose' than in metrical v erse. 
new cadence means a new idea '. 
It is also true that 'a 
Not, as ha s been stated 
by hostile critics, that the cadence engenders the idea; 
quite the contrary, it means that the idea clothes itself 
naturally in an a ppropriate novelty of rhyth~ . Very subtle 
and slight it may be, but adequate. The Imagist poets 'do 
not insist upon free verse as the only method of writing 
poetry'. I n fact the group is s omewhat divided here. 
"Perhaps I cannot do better than pause ~ere and exp l ain 
just wha t is vers libre, just what I mean by calline it 
'cadenced verse'. In the chapter on Mr. Masters, I said 
that 'vera libre was a vemef orm based upon cadence'. In 
the prefac e to 'Some Imagist Poets 19t 6' there i ·s an explan-
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ation of cadence which I will quote: 
" 'No d i · · h" . w ca ence n mus~c ~s one t.~ng, cadence in 
poetry quite another, since we are not dealing with tone, · 
but with rhythm. It is the sense of perfect balance of 
flow and rhythm. Not only must the syllables so fall as 
to increase and continue the movement, but the whole poem 
must be as rounded and recurring as the circular swing of 
a balanced pendulum. It can be fast or slow, it may even 
jerk, but this Perfect swing it must have, even its jerks 
must follow the central movement. To illustrate: Suppose 
a person wer~ given the task of walking, or running, round 
a large circle, with two minutes given to do it in. Two 
minutes which he would just consume if he walked around t he 
circle quietly. But in order to make the task easier for him, 
or harder, as the case may be, he was required to comple te 
each half-circle in exactly a minute. No other restrictions 
were placed upon him. He might dawdle in the beginning and 
run madly to reach the half-circle ;nark on time, and then 
complete his task by walking steadily round the second half 
to his goal . Or he might leap, and run, and skip, and linger 
in all sorts of ways r1aking up for slow e;oing by fast., and 
for extra haste by pauses, and vary t he se move ments on either 
lap of the circle as the humour seized him, only so that he 
were just one minute in traversing the f irst half-circle, and 
just one minute in traversing the second. Another illustration 
which may be employed is that of a Japanese wood-carving, where 
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a toad in one corner is balanced by a spray of blown flowers 
in the opposite upper one. The flowers are not the same 
shape as the toad, neither are they the same size, but the 
balance is preserved. 
'" The unit of the vera libre is not the foot, the 
number of syllables, the quantity, or the line. The unit is 
the strophe, which may be the whole poem, or may be only part. 
Each strophe is a complete circle; in fact, the meaning of 
the Greek word " strophe" is simply that part of the poem 
which was recited whi le the chorus was making a turn around 
the altar set up in the ceritre of the theatre. The simile 
of the circle is more than a simile, therefore; it is a fact. 
Of course, the circle need not always be the same. There is 
room here for an infinite number of variations. Also, 
circles can be added to circleo , move ment upon movement to 
the poem, provided each movement completes itself, and 
ramifies naturally into the next.' 
"Let us illustrate with this little poem of H. D. 's 
OREAD 
Whirl up, sea-
Whirl your pointed pines, 
Splash your great pines 
On our rocks, 
Hurl your green over us, 
cover us wi th your pools of fir. 
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11 It will be quickly seen that this little poem is 
made up of five cadences: " Whirl up, sea -" is one cadence; 
"Whirl your pointed pines", is another; " Splash your 
great pines on our rocks," is a third; "Hurl your green 
over us," is a fourth; and the fifth, " Cover us with your 
pools of fir." 
" Now these cadences are made uP of time units which 
are in no sense syllabic. I mean that the nw:J.ber of syllables 
to each unit is i mmaterial. The words must be hurried or 
delayed in reading to fill out the swing, that is all. The 
time units are also an ir:.:-egl,.llar measurement within the main 
cadences . Some of the cadences are made up of two such 
units, some of three, and, in the fourth line, the last two 
syllables are in the nature of a femini ne ending, in that 
they are really an unaccented or suppressed part of the first 
time unit of the fifth line. 
Whirl up / sea-/ 
Whirl / your pointed pines / 
Splash / your great pines / on our rock s / 
Hurl / your green over us / 
Cover us I with your pools I of fir I 
" How nearly identical these time units are, is shown 
by the following table. In January, 1917, I ~1ade some 
expe rLuents in reading vers libre aloud into a sound-
photographi ng machine, through the c ourtesy of Dr. Wi l +iam 
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M. Patterson of Columbia University. The results of the 
reading of ' Oread ', as .i.'ecorded on the fll~ ~;1d after-
ward meaGured by Dr. Patterson, are here 5iven. The 
measurements are of the intervals between the chief accents. 
11 
' Oread' ( intervals between chief accents g iven 
in tenths of a second, roughly estimated ) 13-22-15-24-13-
13-19-13-15-13. 
" It vrill aere be seen that the t; reatest variation of 
a time length of unit is 11/10, or that between a 13/10 and 
a 24/10. While, as Dr. Patterson pointed out, the interval 
13/1 0 appears five times in this short p oem. 
" Of c ourse, no one readine; the p oem would have such 
measurements in mind. They were recorded by a scientific 
instruillent while the poem was being read in a perfectly 
simple and natural manner, but they are interesting for 
purposes of analys is. 
11 The cadences of vera li bre are not all so simple as 
this . But for that very reason I selected this to illustrate 
upon . No matter how changing and subtle, it is upon this 
principle that all vers libre is constructed." 
Along with this discussion of the nature of free verse, 
vre oust c onsider John Gould Fletcher's analysis. 
11 The basis of English poetry is rhythm, or, as some 
would prefer to call it, cadence. This rhythm is obtained 
by mingling stressed and unstressed syllables. Stress may 
be produced by acc ent. It may-and often is- produced by what 
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is known as quantity, the breath required to pronounce 
certain syllables being more than is required on certain 
others. However it be produced, it is precisely this 
insistence upon cadence, upon the rhythm of the line 
Vlhen spoken which sets poetry apart from prose." 
"I maintain", he continues, "that poetry is capable 
of as many gradations in cadence as music is in time. We 
can have a rapid group of syllables which is called a line-
succeeded by a slow heavy one; like the swift scurrying of 
the wave and the sullen dragging of itself away. Or we 
can gradually increase or decrease our tempo, creating ac-
celerando and rallentando effects. Or we can follow a 
group of rapid lines with a group of slow ones, or with a 
single slow, or vice versa. Finally, we can have a per-
fectly even and unaltered movement thoughout if we desire 
to be monotonous." 
The question, Just what do these two eminent poets 
and critics mean? might fairly be asked. If we brush 
a side tech'iicalities and exami ne free verse from the stand-
point of the creative poet we will find our difficulties 
decrease in number and in importance. The free verse 
poet wishes to be rid of two obligati. ons that have bound 
the majority of the poets of the past: rhyme and regula r-
ity of metrical pattern. Among some poets there has be en 
a tendency to retain what we may call accidental rhyme, or 
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rhyme which comes without effort. 
The statement that free poets desi::tre to be rid of 
metrical regularity only rather than of metre altogether, 
is debatable . Poets and v1ri ters of t he conventional 
schools, of course, insist that free verse poe ts either 
discard metre or adopt metre, but poets have a way of do -
ing v;hat they please de spite the wails of critics about 
los i c and like barren subjects. If we examine free verse 
even casual l y the first thing we notice is that metre is 
retai nedi that is, we find iambs , t rochees, anape s ts, 
sponde es, and dactyls in profusion . In some cases we 
find f eet with more syllables than ar e allowed by conven-
tional metrical t heory. In the best free verse we find 
metrica l re!_jularity rather more pronounced than in poor-
er free verse, although in H. D. some of the rhyth~ s are 
s o del icate that t hey ar e difficult to defi ne. What 
the fr ee ve r s e poet wants is the license to use any met re 
or l ack of metre that he desires to obtain hi s partic ~ lar 
ef f ect. His principle is, and he w.ill ac knowledge it, 
that poetical emotion s.nd though t ma:kes its ovrn r:J.usic , a 
music as subt l e as the music of the v i nds brea.thinc; over 
cornfields, or tender with melody as a mot her cr oon!nc; over 
a cradle, or strident and marchinG as a storm through moun-
tain pines. 
there is no 
rocks on a 
If that music be as regular as 
"Out of the cradle endlessly 
harm done. If it be irree;ular as 
cliff fl~ont , there is still no harm 
desired ef f ect be achieved . Thi s is what the 
, • II 
roc.rl nt; 
the j ac;c;ed 
done if the 
new cri t ics 
mean by the term, "organic rhythm". 
That the poet beats out time or tests his poem with 
the ticking of a watch is ridiculous. Caught i n the 
sweep of his passion, he pours out his song, unhampered 
by a search for words to rhyme. His sole duty is to sing, 
to let his soul tal{e wings. The music is the natural 
rhythm of his pa ssion. When the song is done, it is, of 
course, reread for imperfections. It is polished just as 
the poem of the conventional poet is polished and smoothed 
up. 
Two years ago, I had the pleasure of hearing P...my Lowell 
discuss poetry critically during a lecture on Carl Sandburg. 
The final test of a verse form, she said, was that it should 
return upon itself. For example, "Chicago", that bitter-
ly assailed poem of Carl Sandburg, returns upon itself in 
the last four or five lines. In a short poem, the thought 
as well as the patte rn completes but one circle. In the 
longer poem, like a motif in music , is heard the beat of the 
returning musical cadence and the echo of the central idea 
of the poem. 
With this, too, the poet finds no fault, yet in actua~ 
composition he bothers about it not at all. It is a test 
to be applied to a poem that has been finished. That 
poems have this characteristic both in free forms and con-
ventional ones must be admitted. In conventional poems 
we find the refrains and repetitions both of metre and 
words, and so in free verse poems we find the refrain 
lines and the repetition of words. 
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Both free verse and conventional verse have metre. 
Free verse at its best does not employ rhyme but some-
times conventional verse, also at its best,does not use 
rhyme. Professor Lowes makes an interestine; study of 
the essential difference of the two: 
"Behind the endlessly weaving rhythms of the sen -
~nee cadences beats steadily, in the best verse unobtru-
sively, the rhythm of the line. In the hands of the art-
ist, the rhythmic cadences dete rmined by the thought, or 
by the breath, or both, flow around and through and in the 
beat of the lines, but the beat of the lines is there, 
like time in music. The freedom of regular verse is the 
freed om of infinitely varied rhythms thrown against a con-
stant rhythmic background. And the aesthetic Pleasure 
of such verse lies largely in the conscious or unconscious 
recognition of unity in variety, of the fixed and constan~ 
taken up into the movement of the ever changing - in a word 
in our inexhaustible human delight in the known and expect -
ed, vfhen invested with the added charm of the unforeseen. 
The regular beat and the aYJ.i fting rhythm - neither alone, but 
the two together - these constitute normal English verse. 
What free verse would strilm out, to anticipate for a moment, 
is the recurrent rhythm of the l ine . Regular verse is the 
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resultant of two rhythms, interwoven into innumerable har-
monies . Free verse is built on one alone. That, broad-
ly speaking is the fundar:nental difference." 
This, I think, is a very fair distinction between the 
two types of poetry. I t might be argued , and in fact it 
is argued , by many free verse adhe r ents tha t the regular 
beat of metre impairs rather than enhances the beauty of 
the music. Where the metre is too regular, as in the 
poetry of Sir Walter Scott or Alexander Pope or John Dry-
den, this criticism is undoubtedly justified. When the 
music is that of the great passages in Shakespeare or Mil-
ton or Shelley or ~eats, the criticism cannot be maintained. 
It would be absurd . to say that any one of these poets 
would achieve a greater or more subtle music by use of free 
rhythms. It is, however, a question eq~ally fair to ask 
Would the w6nderful music of the Psalms or the exquisite 
melody of Isaiah or the gusty thrillinc; chants of Walt 
Whitman be improved by superadding , to the existing melody 
the regular drum-like beat of metre? 
The arranc;ement of the lines of free-verse poetry has 
often be en a matter of wonder to t h e uninitiated. How~ 
the y insist, does a poet k:l.O'.'J w~1on one J.ine encts anct anot.neL· 
Deglns? 'l'u.Ls ..~..s a. .lair question. Bofr.:-r~ an:;1.~er.!.~ J.t, :i.t 
ls necai;;sary to ;;oint. .-·~ut. th.at the f ree verse poet must, if 
he wishes to be successful, possess a very lwen ear for 
music . He must be sensitive to tile most delicate of rhythos 
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ancl a j udge of the nice balance and poise of lJhrase, line 
c:mcL sentence . His ear must be as sharp as the hunter 's 
who as he creeps through the wo ods hearo the sha~e of a 
handful of leaves that a squirrel disturbs, noti ces the 
f ar- off lilt of the brook tumblinc over r ocks a nd the a l -
most indisti nct singinc of the autumn v1i nd. To such a 
po et the arrangement of his poem in lines enables him to 
place before the reader his interpret~tion of t he music 
and beRuty he has created. Just as one conductor will 
interpret a symphony in one way, while another conductor 
rer.ders a quite diff erent i nte r pre t at ion of the same mus i c , 
the free verse poe t is enabled to c hoose be tween di ffe r-
ent interpretation s and to present t he poem to the reader 
in such a way that the subtlest mus ic of which it is cap-
able will be more easily attained. 
Before proceeding. to a discussion of the are;uments 
raised both for and againat free verse, it ma y be well to 
briefly summarize what we mean by the term . Free verse i s 
verse written in irregular , unpatt erned metres or ca dences. 
It i s free from the us e of rhyme . I t is wr itten in lines 
·which are dete ··mined by the poet a s those which best pre-
sent the meani ng and t he music of the poem. It is based 
upon the princi ples that poetic inspiration clothes itself 
in proper music. I t depends for its music upon the l arge 
rhythms of sentence, paraeraph or complete poem, the so-
called "ne.tural " rhythr::ls of poetry . 
Wl1.at CJ. r e the riarti cular obje t ion s a dvanced asainst 
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the use of this form of poetry? The first objection is 
that it is easy poetry. John Drinkwater in "The Muse in 
Counc i l" says of free verse: "The doctrine has a certain 
following, as every doctrine will a lways have tha t promi-
ses mastery without the pains of difficultyll. Alfred 
Noyes strikes free verse a shrewder blow. "A great deal 
of the so-called new work to-day simply t akes an older 
method and makes it easier by evadi ng one or t wo techni -
cal diffi cul ties. It will take t he metre of Q-r ay' s 1 SlEg:y ,. 
for instance, and abandon, first of all, that wonderful 
ba lance of the cadences that makes it sound like a moving 
sea. One can i magine very good reasons for t his, bu t I am 
chiefly i mpressed by the f a ct that i n most cases it i s 
easier. Then , the new writer wil l perhaps evade the dif-
ficulty of finding a rhyme f or the f irst and third lines. 
There may be good reasons for this t oo; but again I am 
chiefly impressed by the f act that it is easi cr .••. In 
poetry your new revolutionist invent s no new for ms - that 
would involve a di ffi culty , and he s earches alway s for t he 
easier way. He very often used the old form s made eas ier. 
He says , sometimes you s h ould abandon metrical for m alto-
gether, and he believes apparently that the regularly re-
current rhythms of the tide s, the s t ars, the human heart, 
and of almost every true poet from Homer to the pre sent 
da y, were an invention of Queen Victori a . His own contri-
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bution is what he calls ' fr ee verse' and as Mr . Chester-
ton said recsntly, ' you ni13ht as well call sleeping in a 
, . t h I f h " t I I . o_l c ree arc. l ecture • The moveraent ls bac~'ward from. 
the highly and deli cately ore;anized to the i ndifferent 
homogeneousness of the lifeless - halting on the way , of 
course, at various stages of primitive brutality ." Theo-
dore Hayna rd calls free verse " lazy verse". o. vr . Firkins 
wr1tes in the "Atlanti_c Monthly " of October 19t 7, 11 The 
career of free verse has been marked by a di vert i ng i rony . 
Ad opted in France as the fine extremity of a long process 
of refined a e sthetic evolution, and transmi tted vri th C.ue 
solemnity to elect r e c i Pients in England and America, it 
was acclaimed .i n our simple-minded country a s a release 
from artistic toi l." 
Without attempting to discuss a t all the r elative 
merits of free verse and conventi onal verse , vre may lay 
down the di c tum that any fOrm is to be judged at its ~est 
and only at its best. Crit i cs who attack f ree verse Eim-
ply because it i s easy and extol the conventional forms 
s i mply because they are difficult, as if. ease in a rtistic 
achieve ~ent were a fault, and diff iculty a virtue , seem to 
me to lack a true appreciation of the nature of poetry . It 
is, as Willlam Stanley Braithwaite points out , the oubstance 
that counts and it is only the substance that will keep alive 
the form. To produce poetry of firs t ·class is tile work of 
c;enius. To say tha.t t o pr oduce such poems as " When I...rila cs 
Last i n t he Dooryard Bl ool!1ed" , or 11 Song of 1,fyself'', or t he 
T wenty-third Psal m, or the t hi rteent h ehapte r of First 
Corinthians, is easier than to pr oduce the "Ode on the 
Inti mat ions of Imrnortali ty '', or "T he Ode to the Ylest 
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Wind " is ridiculous. To s~y t hat t here is le ss of the 
rhythm of the "tides, the stars, and the human heart ~' in 
the poems of Vlhi tman, David, Solo!fion , or Isaiah, than i n 
the poems written in conventional form is not the mat::k of 
an acute critic . Poetry is not concerned with the ease or 
the labor exerted in the process of composition. It is 
generally understo od t ha t the greatest poems in wor l d lit-
era ture have been written a t white heat , tha t is, that the 
great poems have come more easlly than the minor poeo s. 
The fact that ho sts of little would- be poets have rushed 
into free verse does not impair the innate possibilities 
of which the form is capable. I t might be point ed out in 
passing that equal atrocities have been committed in the 
regular forms. 
A second argument raised against free verse is tha t in 
cutting itself free from the great traditi ons of poetry it 
deprives itself of the advantages to be gained by following 
the tradition. Progress, it is c laimed, must come through 
evolution not revolution. Jphn Drinkwater ma~es this point 
i mpre ssive when he points out in his essay on "The Poet and 
Tradition" that revolutionists have a lways failed to impress 
their age or posterity. Of the free poe ts of the past, he 
says : "These arrogant but bewildered a narchs of earlier gen-
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erations are nothing to-day but a stray note now and again 
in the secondhand book catalogues while the order against 
which they railed stands in proud achievement and a n exam-
ple that remains today a livin~ influence upon all work 
that ha s in it promise of durability. For it is a very not~ 
able thing that every poet Who has achieved unguestionable 
distinction has worked in forms that, even at the time of 
his writing, had a clearly recognizabl e parentage, while 
the rebels have achieved nothing. Whitman is the only 
possible exception, and his value is in spite of, and in 
no way because of his manner •••• ! find all the most inter-
esting verse that is being written cast in established 
molds". 
This argument has much more weight than the preceding 
objection. It is a fact that in t his country and that in 
England the majority of the recogniied poets of this gener-
ation are working in the established molds. Masefield, 
Yea ts., Walter de la Mare> Gibson, Abercrombie, Drinlrwater, 
Frost, Robinson, M:iss Millay, and Lindsay write in the es-
tablished forms. In the free verse forms we have notably 
H. D., Aldington, Amy Lowell, Masters , Oppenheim and Sand-
burg. It does not s eem possible that all the fi gure s in 
this second group wi ll be overwhelmed by oblivion. But it 
is interesting to note also that a large proportion of the 
great poets are the product of revolution. Before a great:, 
musician appears with a new form of music sometimes hun-
dreds of little musicians have prepared the way for him 
by their futile rebellion. So in poetry, the path is 
blazed and marked before Wordsworth a ppears. Before ther e 
is a John Dryden or an Alexander Pope, there must be a 
whole swarm of little poets to develop the herioc couplet . 
One of the most interesting arguments from the historical 
standpoint is advanced by Professor Lewisoqn who claims 
that poetry has developed by three stages : First, folk 
poetry in accepted patte"r·11f) .second, individualistic poe try 
cast in var iations of the old folk patter ns; third, indiv-
idualistic poetry cast in rhythms determined only by the 
inner necessity of the subject. "The last stage in the 
development of poetic form comes when, under the stress of 
t he modern world, the poet 's struggle toward the realiza-
ti on of his self-hood becomes so keen that he cannot use 
the traditional forms any more at all. He must find his 
own form: 
cr c"te its o~n musi c or be silent . Not because he does 
not love and reve re the forms of the masters. But he can-
not express himself through them.;· he cannot, to speak in a 
homely way , turn around in them. They come trailing so 
much glorye And the splendor of their associations, t he 
throb of the music of a thousand voices, nobler, perhaps, 
than his, paralyses him. The glory, itself , is alien t o 
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his very urgent and i mmediate business. He is like a 
stripling running a race in the brocades of an ancient 
lcing •••• Yet he must be himself or he is nothing or, at 
moat, an echo . ~ Such is the sound and legitimate reason 
for those expe riment s in free verse, in rhythmic or 
rimed Prose, which have arisen in every fully equipped 
modern li t,era ture within the past twenty-five years. I 
must not say tha t thus a new and personal kind of truth 
in beauty has yet been quite achieved. But the impulse 
is right and necessary, and the aim the only one left to 
the modern poet. Hence while official criticism sits, 
as everywhere and always, amid the wreckage of its command-
menta and its Prophecies, the poets of the modern world 
have gone forth in search of a new freedom and a new music U 
Whether John Drinl{water or Professor Lewisohn is the 
better prophet of the fate of the free verse poets ,time 
will tell . 
A third objection to free verse is that it is merely 
chopped up prose. At its worst, free verse is exactly 
that, but we must not forget t hat a conventional form at 
. 
its wor st is not even that. The o b jection is difficult 
to answer only because the person who raises it is usually 
incapable of understanding a satisfactory explanation.Free 
verse does explore that no man's land that lie s between 
uerse 
prose and poetry. In this wild battle-ground, freeA poets 
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have staked out claims for poetry that have not been seri-
ously contested. The question to be answered is: Has 
prose been usurping part of poetry's domain or is poetry 
invading territory that Properly belong~ to prose? That 
prose soars into poetry has long been admitted. Just how 
this Prose poetry is differentiated from accepted poetry 
of the pattern type has never been made clear. Is prose -
poetry, poetry or prose? The free verse poets would an-
swer that poetry written in musical rhythms is poetry 
whether it be arranged in Patterned lines or nun along in 
ordinary prose style. The poetry of Shakespeare, they 
would point out> was left in manuscript in prose form, and 
for years critics did not realize t~at they were reading 
blank verse. The poetry of the Bible was Hcabin'd, cribb~d 
confin 1 dH in the verses and chapters of the orthodox church• 
goer's version, yet it was none the less poetry. Th e full 
domain occupied by poetry has never been claimed by the 
poets. If the rhythm rise to a point of passion where a 
musical motif may be discerned, prose ceases to be prose 
and becomes poetry; for when the motif is discovered we 
have the turnin~ back which is characteristic o~ poetry as 
opposed to prose with its straight-forward movement. 
"The r hythms of vers libre in English", writes Pro-
fessor Lowes in an essay on "The Incursions of Prose" in 
his "Convention and Revolt in Poetry" t "unless I am L'lis-
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taken, are i n lar5e degree the rhythms of a certain type 
of modern rhythmic prose. But that is not an assertion 
that free verse is prose. There are differences which 
set the one off from t he other. The prose from which I 
have cul l ed my excerpts does not maintain unbrotenly the 
rhythms whi ch I have shown it to possess. If it did, we 
should certainly ~esitate to call i t prose. The best free 
verse poems, on the other hand, do mainta in t he se rhytlli~s 
cons i stentl y. And that is an i mportant difference : the 
rhythms which are occasional in one are Persistent in the 
other. Moreover, i n prose like Meredith's and Conrad's 
and Pate r ' s and Hewlett's, the strophic element, the quali-
ty of retl.trn, although it is frequently l:Jresent (as in most 
of the passages which I have quoted) is also not uniform. 
If it recurred with any regularity, the prose would at 
once become bad prose. On the other hand, it is the re-
currence of ' return ' that rna~ s verse verse at all . And 
my reason for declining, in sPite of the evidence which I 
hcwe pointed out, to ticket free verse as prose, .i s t he 
f a c t that it deals with prose rhythms in a fashion which 
prose itself may not employ without thereby ceasing to be 
prose". 
This passage from Professor Lowes is the best answer 
that could be returned to critics who still comPlain that 
free verse is only chopped up prose. 
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A fourth objection to free verse is that it is not 
easy to remember. This is a trivial criticism. Person,..: 
a lly I have difficulty in remembering accurately any form 
of poetry. I think that I remember free verse about as 
well as I do verse in established metres. Certain estab-
lished poems have been recited to audiences in school and 
out of school so often that they become familiar. I n re-
calling these poems, t hose v1ho make this objection think 
they remember because the form was regular. Had they 
heard free verse poems as many times as they have heard 
the others, the free verse poems would probably be as well 
remembered. It is true that rhyme has a bi nding quality 
that informs you whether you a r e recalling the_ poem accur-· 
a tely or not, and metre enables you to a certain extent to 
"tap off " the syllables in a verse . 
objection is important. 
I do not think t he 
The fifth objection is that by rejecting rhyme, the 
free verse poets have given up a ve ry delightful aduunct 
of poetry. This objection has a large element of truth. 
Rhyme skilfully used affords the reader of poetry without 
question considerable delight . But the objection fails 
to view the realm of poetry as a great kingdom in which 
shall exist equally rhymed poetry and lL.'lrhymed poetry· We 
do not complain that the great -Gragedies of Shakes peare 
are unrhymed. We are horrified at the thought of puttiP~ 
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the organ-like bla,nk verse of ]tilton into rhyming heroic 
couplets. We do not cavil at the lack of rhyme in the 
hexameters of Homer and Vergil. In some of the Greek 
shorter lyric poems rhyme is avoided. One of the most 
beloved of English lyrics, William Collin's "Ode to Eve-
ning", is unrhymed, yet so perfect is the music that the 
absence of rhyme is scarcely noticed. John Keats took 
the ~iberty of writing an unrhymed sonnet. Tennyson, one 
of the greatest artists technically that Engl ish poetry 
has yet produced, did not hesitate to write both in rhymed 
and in unrhymed pat ter11-~. 
The reader should plainly understand that free verse 
is not intended to replace the time-honored forms: it 
seeks simply to be added to thoo:. Jean Catel, writing 
in "Poetry" November 1923, says: "Beauty having undeni-
ably been created through the medium of vers-libre , let 
us add a chapter to the classic code ••• vers-libre is a new 
form of classicism". There is plenty of room in English 
poetry both for poems that rhyme and for poems that do not 
rhyme. 
A sixth objection is that free verse is written for 
the eye rather than for the ear. Louis Untermeyer in dis-
cussing the Imagists writes in his . "The New Era in Ameri-
can Poetry": "They are what might be called eye-poets 
as distinguished from their rivals, the ear~poeta. It 
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seems safe to say that the bulk of Imagism and for that 
matter vers libre is an overflow from the plastic and 
graphic arts . Certain visual effects are thus remark-
ably achieved; abrupt flashes of color, bursts of speed, 
interjections of names, streets, and the spectacle of emo-
tion are dramat1cally summoned. But even vri th an excess 
of changing rhythms and an increased tempo, the ear is as-
saulted far less than the eye. The appeal is chiefly an 
ocular one ; and in its over- insistence on what should be 
seen and not heard, in its too-acrobatic leaping from ob-
ject to object, it ends by distressing and irritatinG the 
optic nerve. 
nothing so much as an effort to rivet the a.ttention on 
everything at once: a weakness that mi ght be diagnosed 
as eye-strain . Their credo seems to discount and decry 
the possibilities cf normal vision." Other Tiriters have 
extended this criticism t o the nho l e group of free verse 
poets. It seems t o me that these critics have been mis-
led by the term Imagist and by the acknowledged intention 
of this group of poets t o present clear i mages to the read-
er. It is true that these poets intend to flash pictures, 
gorgeous colors to the eye, but not the physical eye but 
to the mind ' s eye. To claim that their poetr y is written 
to impress the reader who gaz es upon it as it appears on 
the printed page r ather than for the reader who recites 
the poem aloud is not only unf air but contrary to the evi-
dence. Amy Lowell, the greatest of the Imagist poets, 
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has said time after time that if she were permitted to 
choose she would prefer to leave a ll her poems to poster-
ity on phonograph records rather than on the printed page. 
Alfred Kreymborg, Carl Sandburg, Richard Aldington and 
othe rs of the free verse group travel about the country 
giving readings from their ovm poems in a way that r ecalls 
the wandering troubadours of olden days. In every case, 
to the writer, at least 1 t he worlc of t hese poets has be en 
more impressive, more musical as read than when Perused 
silently in the book. In fact, it is the writer ' s con-
vic tion that the criticism that free verse is Q~usical 
comes from those who do not read free verse aloud or who 
are unable, through their own lack of appreciation of the 
truly musicai values of poetry, to read fr ee verse satis-
factorily. Free ver se poetry makes its appeal primarily 
to the ear rather than to the eye. 
Th e final objection of import~nce is t hat free verse 
is the raw material of poetry rather than the fi nished prod-
uct, that a free verse poem corresponds to the first draft 
of a poem. Arthur Davison Ficl{:e words this objection! "It 
is difficult to escape the feeling that free verse, valu-
able though it is, is still i n some obscure way incomplete 
verse - a rudimentary and not a final art~orm". Theodore 
Maynard bewails the fact that free verse poettry is not 
"inevi t able 11 • 
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The aPparent crudeness of the form may be only ap-
parent. It may be the strangeness of the fonn to minds 
accustomed ~o traditional measures. We remember that 
Milton was deemed uncouth by the readers of Pope while 
Shakespeare was, from the standpoint of techique, a bar -
baria n. \Vordsworth was equally a poet writing a crude , 
unmusical measure t o hosts of readers of his day . The 
examples might be multiplied. 
beled uncouthness. 
Strangeness i~' often la-
I do not attempt to deny t hat many unfinished poems 
are Printed which are cast in free verse forms . Fre e 
verse, however, we must repeat , is to be judged not by the 
Pr actice of the lesser poets using the f orm, nor by the 
minor work of the greater p oets writing in loose rhythms. 
It is always to be judged by the best work of the best 
poets. Personally, I find as much inevitabi lity, as 
Jlluch finish in the best works of H. D., Amy Lovrell and 
Carl Sandburg as I do itn the W;Jrk of Robert Frost, Edwin 
Arlington Robinson or John Masefield. 
T~~ great allurement of free verse to the poe t is 
two-fold ! first, assuming that poetic e mo tion creates 
its ovm rhytn_ms and music, he is freed f or his "very ur-
gent and i mmediate business " of givine; voice to the wL 1ds 
of emotion which sweep the strings of his heart; second, 
he is able to create beauty and music vnich is individual, 
distinct and more subtle and penetrative than i s the 
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music of the conventional metres. The influence of music, 
e s peci ally symphonic music, upon the poets of today is very 
considerabl e . It is noteworthy tha t the revolt i n po e try 
has parallel ed an equa lly importa nt revolt i n the realm of 
music. Revolt has also raised its head in the field of 
painti ng , sculpture a nd drama . The truth at the bottom 
of the se revolts is that the young arti sts of t oday in 
every fi eld are· seeking a new, fresh beauty. From the 
borders of every kingdom cla imed by art , enthusiastic little 
bands of pioneers are attempting to win new terri tory, each 
for its Part icul ar a rt. Thi s is the case for poetry. The 
adventurers may be ric.U culous, may be a bs J.rd , r.1ay f a il in 
thei r attempts to discover new poeitry in unclai rnecl fi elds. 
Th eir pioneering, however, is honest and should be respect-
ed whether or not the critic believes it to be well direct -
ed . 
I cannot refr ain from quoting Profen sor Lov1es once 
more . "Free verse, then , is an artisti c . medium of not 
ye t fully developed possibilities. Its freedom is a lib-
erty conditioned upon a subtl e res triction of rhythms which 
it shares with prose, but which it wields in different fash-
ion. It is gradually being perfected as an instrument of 
delicate precision and rare f l exibility for recordi ng t he 
i mpressions of observed Phenomena. Its dange r lies in 
its very freedom, which, in the absence of a norm outside 
itself, pe r mit s form to become at times e l usive. And be-
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ing itself the child of a reaction, it foregoes, as a 
matter of conscience, certain possibillties , the absten-
tion from which i mpov erishes it in one direction, while 
it is itself enriching poetry in another. In a word, 
just because the movement is a revolt, it is still too 
largely conditioned by its repugnances. That> as alv1ays, 
is a passing phase. It is more important to remember 
that the insurgents are also pioneers." 
III 
In this study we have not been concerned with the 
freakish formo of modern verse. With polyphonic prose 
we have nothing to do. With Cubism, Futurism, and Fan-
taisisme we shall not waste ou~ time. 
and minus signs does not interest us. 
The use of plus 
Ideographic 
poetry, in which a poem describing a railroa d train puf-
fing smoke takes t he actual form of a railroad train puf-
fing smoke, is not wlthin the Province of this vaper . Mus~ 
cularity of words may fascinate some modern critics but 
we shall not give the subject any consideration. 
We are interested solely in the "conservative forms 11 
of free verse as practised by recognized poe ts such as 
Amy Lowell, Carl Sandburg , Hilda Doolit,tle, Richard Ald-
ington, John Gould Fletcher, or by such early poets as 
Walt Whitman, Matthew Arnold, William Ernest Henley, and 
the translators of the Bible. We are not interested in 
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the question of the relative merits of free verse versus 
blank verse, of free verse versus the heroic couplet, of 
fre e verse versus the ballad stanza > or Spenserian stanza, 
or Chaucerian stanza . We are interested in discoverin~ 
·-' 
whether in free verse sufficient beauty has be en created 
to warrant free verse being accepted as a medium for the 
expression of English poetry; whether free verse may or 
may not be added to the noble company of verse forms in 
which great English poets have achieved i mmortaility. In 
reachine; a decision, we are to examine only the best poe-
try that has been written in the modern form. In bulk 
the amount need not be large. Free verse is at most the 
product of the last century and actually of the last fif-
teen years. That little enduring should have been writ-
ten in the . form is to be expected. That most of the free 
verse written will be forgotten is natural. In fact, 
mos t of the poetry of any age is forgotten . Only the nug-
gets of gold are panned out by time. If , after time ha s 
passed, a small number of poems in free verse remain, the 
contention of free verse poets that the new form should be 
added to the classic numbers in English poet;-.ry, will be 
sustained . 
The fact that free verse is only one more form added 
to fo rms already in use cannot be t oo much emphas ized. 
The opponents of free verse act as if the free verse poets 
would throw the established molds i nto the waste basket . 
J 
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Nothing could be farther from the truth. · The attempt of 
the free verse poets is to enlarge the domain of poetry. 
That there should be an objection to this enlargement of 
the domain of Do .~-~- :.r" ; .:;; r..., th cr sur··)rl· sin'"" but 1.· + o+' · 
• ;lJ oJ ..__ n. ·• · • e,, " · u, "-
course, grows out of the earnest love of poetry which de-
mands that nothing except that which rings true shall be 
admitted within the magic circle. The fear of the op-
ponents of fr ee verse is that in admitting fre e verse they 
are debasing poe try. The ridiculous part of the contro-
versy li es, of course, in the fact that none of those who 
b:< ttle so bitterly for or agn.inst the new form will ha ve 
anythi ng to do vri th the actuc:.l fate of free verse. If 
free verse is an effective medium for poetry , poet s vrill 
go on using it and readers will go on reading it and some 
bright morning all unaware free verse will find itself 
wearing the halo that burns over the classic for ms of Eng-
li sh poetry .• If free verse is not an effective medium 
for English poetry, poets will gradually cease using it, 
readers will gradually cease reading it, and it will dis-
aypear into the dim limbo where bright dreams turned gray 
are lost forever. 
The question, therefore, Is free verse an effective 
medium for English poetry? breathes futility. The ques-
tion How effectively have contemporary poets used fr ee 
verse?is equally difficult to answer . One reader ma y 
answer this l at t er question enthusiastically in the af-
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firmative. Another reader wil l reply vehemently in the 
negative. Time will finally determine which is right. 
It is true that the present trend is away from free 
verse f orms 1 that many of t he poets,such as Alfred Kreym-
borg and Amy Lowell have turned in their later worlc to 
the Vlritin:; of poems in the conventional pattern . Jessica 
Nelson North notes this trend as ea~ly as 1923. Louis 
Untermeyer dares to speak of the free verse "furore ". 
Other l ittl e c1~i tics who have been following on the trail 
of the free verse poets like a pack of hungry hounds have 
burst into c ry , thinking t hat their quarry has been run to 
earth. There may be several reasons, however, for the 
present trend away from free verse. The free verse poets 
baited by yelping detractors may desire to show the world 
that they can produce Poetry in,- conventional form. Alfred 
Kreymborg made this statement plainly in Harold 'inal's 
Bookshop about two years ago, in the course of a reading of 
his ovm works. Free verse poets may have felt truly that 
free verse i nstead of being given its proper place as one 
poetical form available to t he poet,has b een used as if it 
were the only poetical f'orm available. Poets such as Ca rl 
Sandburg and James Oppenhe im, feeli ng that free verse is 
the most effective medium that they can use, have plodded 
along unperturbed by the exultant cries of adverse critics. 
How effectively has free verse been used by ~ontempo-
rary poets? How many of the poems hailed as epoch-making 
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when t hey first appeared will be able to withstand the 
ravages of time ? How many of the names now golden on 
the r oll of contemporary poet r y will be remembered when 
a century or two centuries have laid the dust upon the 
words athrob with the life of to-day? Only a prophet 
ca n answer these questions satisfactorily and authori-
tatively. 
None the less i t is pleasant to surmise what the 
futur e wi l l decide. It is perhaps profitabl e . It may 
be that those who acc ept false prophets too readily will 
be rewarded by not being nWilbered among the vilifiers of 
the great poets of t heir own age. Those who soote hip 
and thigh f or poetry at the begi nning of the nineteenth 
century were ba t tling against Wordsworth and Keats. If 
we strike out too wildly we may brine our ::mor els down 
upon some shini ng head t o our shane rather t han to our 
glory . 
Looking back over t he past fourteen years, I can re -
cal l very pleasantly the beg i nni ng of the new poetry move-
ment . I was a sophomore in college and new movements in 
litera ture spread r apidly a mong sophomores. We received 
some of the first copie s of "Poetry~ a nd fought over their 
contents in the interims between the study of the poetry 
of Shell ey and the blank verse of John Milton. I remem-
ber reading "General William Booth Enters Into Heaven " 
i n the page s of 11 Poetry". We subscribed to "Po etry " 
early and followed the "Poetry Journal", "Others", and 
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some of the l ater poetry ma~azines . The ap:ea r ance of 
"The Spoon Rive r Antholoe;y" set our ton3ues wam';ing a ncl 
Yre not only i mrnedlately r ead t he bo ok but we also r ead 
all the revlews about it. The f irst a ppearance of Carl 
Sa ndburg in "Poetry" was also noted and the storm which 
broke u on hi m, predicted . The whole free verse movement, 
the r e fore in so much a part of my memories of collee;e 
d.2,ys ancl early teaching days tl1at I have never felt for 
the form the abhorrence tha t some others have felt or 
· uch as I have felt myself for ideographic poetry or 
some of the futur>ist stuff that crawls over the pages of 
the "Dial " once in a whi l e . It is difficult for me to 
think that all this poetry which I enjoyed .so honestly 
during those formative years should be f c·rgotten. 
As I remember it, it was shot through with golden 
sunlight, and the music of the winds played softly over 
... 
it, and twilight pyrpled upon it and there were great star•s . 
I t mattered not to me whether the v eroowere free or con-
. ventional. Robert Frost, Vachel Lindsay, Amy I.Jowell , 
J ames Oppenheim, Joyce Kilmer, John Gould Fl etcher , Carl 
Sandburg and Richard Aldington, I read indiscriminately. 
As I turn back to these poets today, some of the gl ory 
has vanished, some of t he poems are hollovr, but consider-
able e;lamour sti ll remains and there is much which I 
think should survive. 
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I think EdGar Lee Masters' little epitath to "Anne 
Rutledge" will surely live . 
"Out of me unv1orthy and unknown 
The vibrations of deathless music; 
'With malice toward none, with charity for 
all'. 
Out of me the forgiveness of milli ons t oward 
millions, 
And the beneficent f a ce of a nation 
Shining with justice and truth. 
I am Anne Rutledge who sleep beneath t hese 
weeds, 
Wedded to him, not through union, 
But through separation. 
Bloom forever, 0 Republic, 
From the dust of my bosom~" 
This represents Masters at his best. Because of a con-
siderable number of pas sa~:;es equally as good the "Spoon 
River Antholoe;y " will probably be read for generations 
to come. The rest of the work of this poet is ~Jracti-
cally dead already. 
Carl Sandburg, that stranEe, mystical, brawling 
poet of the Middle ·west, half~city radical, half-Scanda-
navian peasant, has created beauty of a different type 
and music more varied than has Iv1asters. While the music 
of the epitaph I have just quoted is unforgettabl e, Mas-
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ters i s not usually so ly-r ical. Sandburg, hovrever , is 
abl e to s trike the lyrical note at will. His best work 
is tha t in ·which he ceases to preach and thunder and 
paints a lovel y nocturnal scene such as the "Nocturne i n 
a Deserted Brickyar d ". 
"Stuff of the mo on 
Runs on t he l appi ng sand 
Out to the l ongest shadows. 
Under the curving wil lows, 
And round the creep of t he wave line, 
Fluxions of yellow and dusl{ on the waters 
I~1ake a wide dreaming pansy of . an old pond 
in the night." 
In neither of these two selections do we feel either 
a s ense of incdmpleteness, or a need fo r rhyme . The 
music , qu ite differ ent in each case , seems to expr ess the 
inner meaning of the poems . Neit her of these quotations 
seem to me to be first draft work . Personally I do not 
think ei ther would be improved by beine; set in a rec;ular 
pattern . 
Le t us examine a l ess conventi onal f'orm of fr ee verse. 
We wi ll take Sandbure; 's "Cool Tombs ". 
''When Abraham Lincoln wa s shoveled i nt o the tombs, he 
forgot the copperheads and t he assassi n .•• ·in the 
dust, in the cool tombs . 
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And Ulysses Grant l ost all thought of con men and 
Wall Street, cash and collateral turned ashe s •••• 
in the dust, in the cool tombs. 
Pocahontas' body, lovely as a poplar, sweet as a 
red haw in November or a pawpaw in rr.ay , did 
she v1onder? does she remember? •.. in the dust, 
i n the cool tombs? 
Ta ke any streetful of people buyinG cl othes and 
groceries, cheering a hero or throwin~ c on-
fetti and blowing tin horns •... tell me if the 
lovers are l osers .•.. tell me if any e e t more 
than the lovers •... in the dust ..• in the cool 
tombs. 11 
I think that in t his poem, too, we huve a very def-
.inite rhythm of poetry, not of prose. The mi xture of the 
beautiful and commonplac c~ i s characteristic not only of 
Sandburg but of many of the modern poets writing in free 
or in accepted forms . 
In the following 11 line ", Sandburg c~~·tures a loveli-
ness out of the reach of most poets : 
"It is too much 1-:'~or the long willov1s when low lau3h-
ter of a red moon comes downj and the willovrs clrovrse and 
sle ep on the shoulders of the run..Ylin[j wat c; rs." 
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Sandburg has published four volume s of poetry up to 
the Present time from which we can Pe !'haps glean forty or 
fifty poems which should live because of the beauty which 
they capture and because of the musi c in wh:lch they are 
clothed. It may be ar13ued that these poems would be bet -
ter in regular patterns, but form is not the gc.rment of 
poetry, it is part of the breathing, living substance. 
These poems mus t be a ccepted or rejected as t hey are. The 
same thoughts anc1 words rearranged in regular patternt1 
vould be lost in every case of change. 
While lacldng much of the power ancl sv1eep of hasters 
and Sandbure;, H. D. has long be en l{nown as the most deli-
cate craftsman among the free verse poets . A single selec -
tion from her poetry must suffice . 
"You are as cold 
as the half-ripe grain 
that merges to gold again 
as white as the white r ain 
that beats through 
the half-opened flowers 
of the great flower t ufts 
thick on the blac k limbs 
of an Illyrian apple bough 
"Can honey distill such fr8.c;rance 
as your.brt ght hair-
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for your face is as fair as rai n ; 
yet as rain that lies clear 
on t he white honey-comb 
lends radiance to the white wax, 
so your hair on your brow 
casts ligh t for a shadovv. " 
It might be wor t!].-while to analyze these "chiseled" 
lines, to note the irregula r metre , the delica te cadences 
of the stanzas, and the elfin-light music of the whole 
poem. Such an analysis is not difficult, and t her efore 
is probably not desirable here. 
The next selection, from the poe8s of Richard Ald-
ington, shows the effectiveness of free verse as a medi~m 
for poetic description. The passage come s fr om "The Pop-
1 ~,11 O.J,. • 
"I knovr that the white wind l ove u you , 
Is always kissinc; you and turning up 
The white lining of your green petticoat. 
The sky darts through you like blue rain, 
And the grey r a in drips on your flanks 
And loves you. 
And I have s een thG moon 
Slip his silver penny i nto your pocket 
As you straightened your hair; 
And the white mist curlins and hesita.ting 
Like a bashful lovE:r about your knees. " 
The same poe t reaches a lovelier music in his 
"Choricos". This poem has been long known as one of 
the best produced by the Imagist eroup of poets. I 
shall quote only part of the poem. 
~ ~ o Death 
Thou art an healing wind 
That blowest ov6r white flo~ers 
A-tremble Vli th devr ; 
Thou art a wind flo·wing 
Over f a r lea gues of lonely sea ; 
Thou art the dusk and the f r a :_5r anc e; 
Thou art the l ips of love mournfully 
smiling ; 
Thou art the sad peace of one 
Satiate vrith old desires; 
Thou art the silence of beauty 1 
And we l oolc no more for the morning 
We yearn no more for t he sun 
Since with thy whl te hands, 
Death, 
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Tliou crow·nest us with the pallid chP..plet s , 
The slim colourless poppies 
Which in thy garden alone 
Softly thou gatherest ." 
7t 
It does not seem as if poetry ns lovely as this 
shoul d die . It reminds .me, both for its music and 
its tone, of J ohn Milton ' s choruses i n "Samson Agonistes". 
In John Gould Fletcher we get quit e a different type 
of free verse. There is a l one;er swine£· The individual 
unit is longer; the sweep of the v1h ole more impressive, 
less delicate. The passage I quote is fr oo "Lincoln". 
"Over the uproar of cities, 
Over the million intricate t~reads of lif e 
wavering e_nd crossin~; , 
In the midst of probl ems we know not, t angllng, 
perplexin0, ensnaring, 
Rises one white tomb alone. 
Beam ove r it, stars. 
, Wrap it round, stripes - stripe s red for the 
pain that he bore for you -
Enfold it forever, 0 flag, r ent, soiled, but 
repaired through your anguish; 
Long as you keep him there safe, the nations 
shall bow to your law.lf 
This passage , of course , suffers from the i ne~ itable 
comrx')_ ris b1"1 ''!l th the poetry of Wa.l t Vlhi tman w11i~h 1 c 
i ncomparably e;reater . John Gould Fletcher vr ill probably not 
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outTast his generation. 
A prominent English criti c durinc the past year under-
took to@vJefini tely Amy Lowell in her pl a ce and aroused con-
~ 
siderable laughter am one; othE: r critics and 1joet s. The 
concensus of opinion was that it is far too early to try 
to evalua te the worth of Amy Lowell's contribution to 
poetry. It is certainly too early to rule her without 
the pale of the i mmort al s, Of a ll the free verse writer s 
she is the most versatile. She writes in fr ee pat t erns 
anci. conventional patterns with a lmost equa l facility. One 
selection no more represents her work in i ts ent irety than 
a scarlet maple leaf r e1)resent n an October landscape. 
lUGHT CLOUDS 
"The vrhi te mares of the moon rush along the sky 
Beatine; their golden h oofs upon the e;lass Heav-
ens; 
The white mares of the moon are all standing on 
their hind lec;s 
Pawing at the green porcelain doors of the re-
mote Heavens. 
Fly, mares~ 
Strain your utmost, 
Scatter the milky dust of stars, 
Or the tiger sun wi ll leap upon you and destroy 
you 
With one lick of his vermilion tongue." 
These few selections must serve as samples of the 
great ma ss of contempora ry poetry written i n free v erse 
form. While the more serious and more important poems 
have been excluded because of length, these frasments will 
i ndica te to some extent, at least , the possibilities that 
free verse offers the poet , as well a .s. wha t poets have 
been able t o accompl ish in t his f or m. · Of the poetry 
t hat has been written in this form, probably that of the 
poets quoted, with the exception of J ohn GoulQ Fle tcher , 
will live. Ferhaps a dozen or more mi nor poets will add 
each one o~ two poems to the golden treasury ~ free v erse 
poetry . This handful of poe try, if it survives, wi ll be 
suffici ent to prove that , i nasmuch as beauty has been 
achieved in this form which could not have been achieved 
in any other existin5 form, free v er se should be added to 
the li st of English poetical forms; that is, that free 
verse ha s been effectively used by the poets of this gen-
eration . 
~ 
If, however, althouGh it is almost unbelievable, all 
the free verse poetry of this age should di sa ppear, the 
cas e for fr ee verse poetry will no t be lo st. As long as 
Walt :Whitman s t ands as a rna jor 1-.; oet , free verse will re-
main a form to be reckoned with. Unti l it can be shown 
that this form is a bl emish on his poetry , free verse will 
stand as a form in which poetic beauty has been created . 
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As long as the great rhythms of "DruEJ. Taps 11 , n.nd "Out of 
the Cradle Endlessly Rocking" , and "When Lilacs Last in 
the Dooryard Bloomed", and all the other mighty chants of 
his which thunder lilce surf upon the great cliffs of poetry, 
or coo liice the ocean on a midsummer nie;ht far from shore, 
remain, free verse vrill still stand as the med:'Lum throue;h 
'IJ!hich a e;reat poet has sung. To admire Whit!!lan and to 
l a ugh at free verse is to display a l amentable lack of 
ordered appreciation, for the two are i nseparably connect-
ed . 
I think it is fair to conclude that free verse will 
not be written to suc h an extent as during the past decade. 
It will be used more as Hatthevr Arnold used it, when he 
turned aside from his regular forms to sing the i mpa ssioned 
"Philomela". It is possible that as only a fevr of the 
outstanding poe ts of thi s genera tion have used fr ee verse 
extensively, only a few wi ll ever use it in any generation. 
A poet , however, who can express himself better in free 
verse than in conventional patterns, should not be rejected . 
Poetry is poetry in any garb . Poetry is greater than form . 
A e;enius determines his own medium vri thout ree;ard f'or the 
laws of the critics. Blank verse has proved itself one of 
the greatest vehicles for serious )Oetry that Ene;lish 
poetry has yet developed. Yet we would not have all 
poetry written in blank verse. The ballad stanza , the 
heroi c couplet , the sonnet, rhyme.~oyal, the Spenserian 
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sta nza, a ll have a dded to the vari e ty of Engli sh poetry, 
as well as to its strength and beauty. Is there not room 
for truw one more f orm. free v erse, t he i nstrument of the 
tra nslators of t he EnBlish Bible~ the medium of Walt 
VThi tman, Jl.ia.tthew Arnold , Perhaps even to a certain ext en t 
of the great John Mi l ton? 
Let critics argue as they wi ll, every true poe t 
tries t o produce the best poe try of which he is capable, 
the most mus ica l poetry , the most th,gughtful. He is no·t 
int erested in the easiness or t he difficulty of co ,posi-
t ion (that i s exclusively t he worry of little pou ts}. He 
seeks Per fection. If he finds his own be~t mGtho~ of 
e~9re~~lon l~e~ 1n free verse. he will force acce ptance 
of his poetry upon his own terms. I1' ue sue ceeds, to de-
bate the question is ridiculous. 
Personally I think that free verse has be en used 
greatly by a suffici ent number of poets to vrarrant its 
inclusion among the accepted forms in English poetry. 
"P.).o:.try", writes M. de .H.ec;;.~.&ier, 11 has neithe r yester-
day nor to-morrow nor to-da y. It ls the same everJwhere. 
Vlh£~t it desires 1 ;:.: to see it.:;e2.f be2.utiful. and it is in.-
d.if fe ~nt, if only its bea uty be reflected, whether ths 
glass is the na tural spring of the forest or some mirror 
in which a subtle artifice shows unto it its divine counte-
nv.nce in the crystal limpidness of a fictive and imaginary 
water . 11 
A STUDY OF FREE VERSE 
A Summa ry 
A STUDY OF FREE VERSE 
A Summary 
The Present controversy over free verse has been 
argued on both sides with sufficient acumen . to make 
it apparent that the new verse form is still in the 
balance as far as acceptance is concerned. A study 
of the form while the conflict still rages is there-
fore interesting and profitable. In this paper, an 
attempt will be made to ansvrer three questlons: 
1· What influences have brought about, consciously 
or unconsciously, so wide-spread and so impor-
tant an experiment wlth free verse? 
2 . Just what is free verse? 
3· How effectively h~s the form been used by 
contemporary poets? 
The first question obviously has to do with the 
background of free verse. Examining primitive poetry 
first, we discover that in all ancient countries includ-
ing Egypt, Babylonia, India, Israel, Judea, and the 
America of Indian days, free rhythms, sort of prose 
chants, were the first forms of poetry. 
Advancing into the field of historical poetry, we 
find that metre and rnyme have never been considered 
absolutely essential to poetry. We find further that 
many poets in different languages have used free verse 
forms. 
The results of this investigation goes to show 
that the contention of both sides that free verse is 
not new is well supported. That these early forms 
of free verse had any influence upon the present move-
ment is extremely doubtful. 
The real influences that helped to bring about 
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the present experiment were : 1- ~he influence of the 
English Bible; 2- the dissemination of Wordsworth's doc-
trine that commonplace subjects are the proper material 
for poetry, for a change in matter tends to bring about 
a change in manner; 3- the spreading influence of the 
free verse poetry of Walt Whitman ; 4- the stimulating 
effect of the revolt of the Nineties and the Irish Ren-
aissance; 5- the study of the French Symbolist movement 
by young American and English poets, especially Ezra 
Pound. 
The second question, What is free verse? is first 
answered by quoting Amy Lowell and then John Gould Fletch-
erJ prominent exponents of the form. The decision is 
reached that free verse is verse written in irregular un-
patterned metres or cadences. It is free from the use 
of rhyme. It is written in lines which are determined 
by the poet as best presenting the meaning and the music 
of the poem. It is based upon the principle that poetic 
inspiration clothes itself in a ppropriate music. It 
depends for its music upon the large rhythms of sentence, 
paragraph, or complete poem, the so-called "natural rhythms" 
of poetry. 
Seven objections to the form are raised and an swered. 
The first objection, that poetry in free verse is easy 
poetry is not important as the ease of the achievement is 
not the measure of a poem. Difficulty of composition doe s 
not insure the success of a poem. The be st poems, whether 
in free verse or regular verse, are usually written at 
white heat;. therefore, more easily than the poorer poems. 
The second objection, that free verse has cut itself off 
from tradition, is answered by admitting that either there 
has been a new development logically to be expected as Pro-
fessor Lewisohn claim~ or there has been a cutting away 
from tradition to a marked extent, although not a total 
separation from the past. The third objection, that poetry 
in free verse is only choi_.ped-up prose, is answered by show .. -
ing that prose often rises into the realms of poetry, that 
if it persists at these levels it ceases to be prose for 
at these heights it is marked by a rhythm "that returns 
upon itself", a sure sign of the presence of a poetical 
rhythm. The fourth objection, that free verse is hard to 
remember, is trivial. The fifth objection, that free verse 
has, by giving up rhyme, deprived itself .of a delightful ad-
junct of poetry, is answered by point _ng out that poetry 
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has always had room for both rhymed and unrhymed poetry. 
The sixth objection, that free verse is for the eye rath-
er than the ear, is answered by pointing out the practice 
of the free verse poets to give readings as frequently 
as possible, and by indicating that the poems read well 
aloud. The final objection, that free verse is but the 
raw material of poetry rather than the finished product, 
is answered by point ing out that the strangeness might 
account for the feeling that the new form is crude. This 
feeling is largely a matter of personal reaction. 
The third question, How effectiv~y have contemporary 
poets used free verse? is opened by pointing out that t h e 
sole claim made for free verse is that it be considered 
an additional verse form which may or mew not be used by 
an English poet. The difficulty of discussing a debat -
able topic which will be decided finally only by the de-
cision of posterity is admitted. However, a brie f sur. -
vey ·of the field of free verse poets ma y be interesting 
at least. · The work of 1fusters, Sandburg, H. D., Rich-
ard Aldington, Fletcher, and Amy Lowell is touched upon 
and the conclusion reached that a sufficient amount of 
their poetry will survive to establish free verse as an 
effective medium for the presentation of poetry. Should 
their verse fail to survive, free verse will still stand 
as an effective medium for poetry as long as Walt Whitman 
is recognized as a great poet. 
The conclusion reached in the study is that inas-
much as distinctive poetic beauty has been achieved in 
free verse forms by numerous poe ts, free verse should 
5 
be accepted as a legitimate form for the expression of 
poetry written in the English language and added to the 
illustrious list of fo r ms made shining by the great poets 
of our race and tongue. 
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